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A decision problem is simply a problem for which the
answer is yes or no (True or False).  A decision
procedure answers a decision problem.
Examples:
• Given an integer n, does n have a pair of consecutive

integers as factors?

The language recognition problem:
Given a language L and a string w, is w in L?

Our focus in TCS

Decision Problems
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The Power of Encoding

This focus on decision problems regarding
strings looks like a severe “restriction”, but in
reality is not:

• In computers, everything is a (binary) string.

• Problems that don’t look like decision
problems can be recast into new problems
that do look like that.
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The Power of Encoding

Pattern matching on the web:

• Problem: Given a search string w and a web
document d, do they match?  In other words,
should a search engine, on input w, consider
returning d?

• The language to be decided: { <w, d> : d is a
candidate match for the query w }.
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The Power of Encoding

Does a program always halt?

• Problem: Given a program p, written in some
some standard programming language, is p
guaranteed to halt on all inputs?

• The language to be decided:

HPALL = { p : p halts on all inputs }.
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What If We’re Not Working
with Strings?

Anything can be encoded as a string.

<X> is the string encoding of X.
<X, Y> is the string encoding of the pair X, Y.
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Primality Testing

• Problem: Given a nonnegative integer n, is it
prime?

• An instance of the problem: Is 9 prime?
• To encode the problem we need a way to encode

each instance: We just encode each nonnegative
integer n as a binary string.

• The language to be decided:

PRIMES = { w : w is the binary encoding of
a prime number }.
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• Problem:  Given an undirected graph G, is it connected?

• Instance of the problem:

1           2            3

4           5

• Encoding of the problem: Let V be a set of binary numbers, one for
each vertex in G.  Then we construct áGñ as follows:
• Write |V| as a binary number,
• Write a list of edges (every edge as a binary number),
• Separate all such binary numbers by “/”.

101/1/10/10/11/1/100/10/101

• The language to be decided: CONNECTED = { w Î { 0, 1, / }* :
w = n1/n2/…ni, where each ni is a binary string and w encodes a
connected graph, as described above }.

The Power of Encoding
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Protein sequence alignment:

• Problem: Given a protein fragment f and a complete
protein molecule p, could f be a fragment from p?

• Encoding of the problem: Represent each protein
molecule or fragment as a sequence of amino acid
residues.  Assign a letter to each of the 20 possible
amino acids.  So a protein fragment might be
represented as AGHTYWDNR.

• The language to be decided: { <f, p> : f could be a
fragment from p }.

The Power of Encoding
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Casting multiplication as decision:
• Problem: Given two nonnegative integers,

compute their product.
• Encoding of the problem: Transform computing into

verification.
• The language to be decided:

MULT = { w of the form:
<integer1>x<integer2>=<integer3>, where:
<integern> is any well formed integer, and
integer3 = integer1 * integer2 }

Examples: 12x9=108 Î MULT
12=12 Ï MULT
12x8=108 Ï MULT

Turning Problems Into
Decision Problems
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Casting sorting as decision:
• Problem: Given a list of integers, sort it.
• Encoding of the problem: Transform the sorting

problem into one of examining a pair of lists.
• The language to be decided:

L = { w1#w2: $n ³1
(w1 is of the form <int1,int2,…,intn>,
w2 is of the form <int1,int2,…,intn>, and
w2 contains the same objects as w1 and
w2 is sorted) }.

Examples: 1,5,3,9,6#1,3,5,6,9 Î L
1,5,3,9,6#1,3,5,9,6 Ï L
1,5,3,9,6#1,2,3,4,5,6,7 Ï L

Turning Problems Into
Decision Problems
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Casting database querying as decision:

• Problem: Given a database and a query, execute the query.

• Encoding of the problem: Transform the query execution problem
into evaluating a reply for correctness.

• The language to be decided:

DBQ = { d#q#a:
d is an encoding of a database,
q is a string representing a query, and
a is the correct result of applying q to d }.

Example:
(name, age, phone),(John, 23, 567-1234),
(Mary, 24, 234-9876)#(select name age=23)#
(John) Î DBQ

Turning Problems Into Decision
Problems
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By equivalent we mean that either problem can be
reduced to the other.

If we have a machine to solve one problem, we can use
it to build a machine to solve the other problem, using
just the first machine and maybe other functions that can
be built using machines of equal or less power.

The Traditional Problems and their
Language Formulations are Equivalent
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Consider the multiplication example:
MULT = { w of the form:

<integer1>x<integer2>=<integer3>, where:
<integern> is any well formed integer, and
integer3 = integer1 * integer2}

Part A: Given a multiplication machine M, we can build
the language recognition machine T

Part B: Given the language recognition machine T, we
can build a multiplication machine M

An Example
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Given a multiplication machine M, we can build the
language recognition machine T that decides the
language MULT:

Given a string of the form
<integer1>x<integer2>=<integer3>

do:
1. Let x = convert-to-integer(<integer1>)
2. Let y = convert-to-integer(<integer2>)
3. Let z = M(x, y)
4. If z = convert-to-integer(<integer3>)

then accept
else reject

An Example: part A
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Given the language recognition machine T that decides
the language MULT, we can build a multiplication
machine M that computes the multiplication of two
integers x and y:

1. Lexicographically enumerate the strings that
represent decimal encodings of nonnegative
numbers.

2. Each time a string s is generated, create the new
string <x>x<y>=s.

3. Feed that string to T.
4. If T accepts that string, halt and return convert-to-

integer(s)

An Example: part B
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Languages and Machines: outlook

Turing

Machines
}
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Finite State Machines
Example:

An FSM to accept
L = { a*b*, where all a’s come before all b’s }:
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Regular Languages
The class of languages that can be accepted by some
FSM is called the class of regular languages.

So, the language L = { a*b*, where all a’s come before
all b’s } is a regular language.

An FSM to accept  AnBn = {anbn : n ³ 0}?

No!
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Pushdown Automata
• A PDA is a FSM + a single stack.
• A label x/y/z means: transition if x is read and y can be

popped from stack; then pop y and push z; if y = e,
don’t pop anything; if z = e, don’t push anything.

• When the machine has read all the input and is in an
accepting state and the stack is empty, the string is
accepted, else rejected.

A PDA to accept
AnBn = {anbn : n ³ 0}:
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Context-Free Languages
The class of languages that can be accepted by some
PDA is called the class of context-free languages.
So, the language AnBn is a context-free language.

Other examples of context-free languages:
• BAL, the language of balanced parentheses, e.g. (()),

()() are strings in BAL.
• Even-length palindromes wwR

• Most programming, query and markup languages are
context-free.

A PDA to accept AnBnCn = {anbncn : n ³ 0}?

No! 22



Turing Machines
A Turing Machine to accept AnBnCn:
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Turing Machines

A Turing Machine (explanation later) to accept
AnBnCn:

A Turing Machine (later) to accept the language:
JAVA0 =  { p: p is a Java program that halts on input 0 } 24



(Semi)Decidable Languages
The class of languages that can be accepted by some
Turing machine is called the class of (semi)decidable
languages.

• A language L is decidable if there exists a Turing
Machine M that halts on all inputs, accepts all strings
in L and rejects all strings not in L.

• A language L is semidecidable if there exists a Turing
Machine M that accepts all strings in L and fails to
accept all strings not in L (which may be rejecting or
looping forever).

So, the language AnBnCn is a decidable language.
The language JAVA0 is a semidecidable language, but
not decidable.
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Rule of Least Power: “Use the least powerful
language suitable for expressing information,
constraints or programs on the World Wide Web.”

Languages and Machines
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Outlook

• Part II: FSMs and Regular Languages

• Part III: PDAs and Context-Free Languages

• Part IV: Turing Machines and (Semi)Decidable
Languages

For regular and context-free languages there exist
regular and context-free grammars defining the
corresponding languages.
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Grammars, Languages, and Machines

Language

Grammar

Machine

Defines

Accepts
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Outlook: A Tractability Hierarchy
Part V: complexity: if decidable in principle, how about
resources? Gives rise to a new hierarchy:
• P: languages that can be decided in time growing

polynomially with the length of the input
• NP: languages that can be decided by a non-

deterministic machine where one path can be explored
in time growing polynomially with the length of the input
(but the whole tree possibly exponentially)

• PSPACE: languages that can be decided with space
consumption growing polynomially with the length of the
input

P Í NP Í PSPACE

The biggest open question of TCS: P = NP? 29



Computation
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Three Computational Issues

• Decision procedures

• Nondeterminism

• Functions on languages and programs
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Decision Procedures

Given two strings s and t, does s occur
anywhere as a substring of t?
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A Fermat number is defined as Fn =     + 1, n ³ 0

F0 = 3, F1 = 5, F2 = 17, F3 = 257, F4 = 65,537,
F5 = 4,294,967,297

• Are there any prime Fermat numbers less than
1,000,000?

Yes (F0 to F4 are all prime)

• Are there any prime Fermat numbers greater than
1,000,000?

We just don’t know!  (F5 = 641 ´ 6700417)
None are found up to date.

Decision Procedures
Fermat Numbers

22n
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Given a Java program P that takes a single
input parameter, and given some input value
(string) w. Does P halt on w?

Given a Java program P that takes a single
input parameter, and given a value v. Is v the
shortest input string on which P halts?

Given a Java program P that takes a single
input parameter. Does P halt on all possible
input values?

Decision Procedures
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Two possible implementations:
1. choose ( action 1;;

action 2;;
…
action n )

Actions can yield a successful value (other than
FALSE) or an unsuccessful value (FALSE) or
even fail to halt

2. choose (x from S: P(x))
Here x is chosen from a set and P(x) then returns
a successful value or FALSE or fails to halt

Nondeterminism
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In both implementations of choose it will
• return a successful value if at least one exists
• If no successful value exists, it will

– halt  and return FALSE if all actions return FALSE
– fail to halt if at least one action fails to halt

Nondeterminism
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Example 1: Given two strings s and t, does s occur
anywhere as a substring of t? Can be done by
“guessing” where the substring starts.

Example 2: A nondeterministic planner for a trip:

trip-plan(start, finish) =
return (choose(

fly-major-airline-and-rent-car(start, finish);;
fly-regional-airline-and-rent-car(start, finish);;
take-train-and-use-public-transportation(start, finish);;
drive(start, finish)

))

Nondeterminism
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Nondeterminism: The 15-Puzzle

start goal
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The 15-Puzzle
A program for nondeterministically solving the 15-Puzzle:

solve-15(position-list) =

/* position-list is the list of moves investigated so far from the start.

current = last(position-list);
if current = solution then return (position-list);

/* Explore moves available from the last board configuration
/* Assume that successors(current) returns the set of
configurations that can be generated by one legal move from
current.  No other condition needs to be checked, so choose
simply picks one.

choose x from successors(current);
solve-15(append(position-list, x));
return(position-list); 39



Nondeterminism in Finite State Machines
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maxstring
maxstring(L) = { w Î L: "z Î S* (z ¹ e ® wz Ï L) }

Examples:
• maxstring(AnBn)?

= anbn with n > 0
• maxstring(a*)?

= Æ

Let INF be the set of infinite languages.
Let FIN be the set of finite languages.
Are the classes FIN and INF closed under maxstring?

FIN is closed since |maxstring(L)| ≤ |L|
INF is not closed (see a* as counterexample)

Functions on Languages
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chop
chop(L) =

{ w : $xÎL (x = x1cx2, x1 Î SL*, x2 Î SL*, c Î SL,
|x1| = |x2|, and w = x1x2) }

Examples:
What is chop(AnBn)?

= Æ
What is chop(AnBnCn)?

= { a2n+1b2nc2n+1 : n ≥ 0 }

Are FIN and INF closed under chop?
FIN is closed since |chop(L)| ≤ |L|
INF is not closed (see AnBn as counterexample)

Functions on Languages
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Functions on Languages
firstchars
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Functions on Languages
A small overview of some functions on
languages and whether the classes FIN and
INF are closed under these functions:

function FIN closed? INF closed?
union yes yes
intersection yes no
maxstring yes no
chop yes no
firstchars no yes
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Representing Languages as Machines

An advantage of machines over languages:

Compute union using descriptions like:
• {w Î {a, b}* : w has odd length}
• {w Î {a, b}* : all a’s in w precede all b’s}
can be very difficult!

Compute union using descriptions like:

can be much easier! (as will be shown later) 45


